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Foreword

The FIFA Foundation was established in 2018 to foster 
social change and to raise support for the recovery and 
reconstruction of sports infrastructure. Our commitment 
continued in 2019, with more initiatives in more countries 
to reach even more people. 

With the support of the FIFA Legends, we visited many 
countries in 2019, delivering materials to refugees in 
Guatemala affected by the eruption of the Fuego volcano, 
working with an organisation in India that fights against 
forced child marriage and child labour, and launching the 
second pilot project of the Football for Schools Programme 
in Lebanon with the aim of combining football and 
education to teach invaluable life skills.

More than the numbers, it is the impact upon individuals’ 
lives that indicates the success of our mission and inspires us 
to strive even further to give communities hope and bring 
about change through football.

Yours in football,
Gianni Infantino
FIFA President and President of  
the FIFA Foundation Board

As the world’s most popular sport, 
football offers unique opportunities to 
promote positive change within society. 
Football can inspire, empower, heal and 
unite. It has the potential to improve 
the lives of communities all around the 
world. 

1.
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Introduction

The Foundation helps to tackle social issues affecting young 
people, to empower women and girls to play football and 
realise their potential, to repair damaged or destroyed sports 
infrastructure worldwide, to support the notion of football as 
a means of education, and to enable football stars past and 
present to give back to the game. 

From Cameroon to Uruguay, and from 
Malawi to India and many more places in 
between, the FIFA Foundation has helped 
to deliver positive social change through 
football, with several initiatives rolled out 
in 2019. 

Programmes

In order to hit its social responsibility targets, 
the Foundation has set up a number of different 
programmes all over the world which support these 
causes. These include the:

Community Programme  

Recovery Programme 

FIFA Legends Programme  

Football for Schools 

FIFA Employee Volunteer Programme

Each of these programmes were activated in 2019 
and are explained more fully in the pages to follow. 

With much of its funding coming directly from 
FIFA, the Foundation can also draw on donations, 
inheritances, legacies and gifts of any kind, as well 
as a number of resources from within FIFA. 
The Foundation runs on a not-for-profit basis, 
generating revenue for its charitable aims through 
events and charity matches. 
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Board 
composition

The Foundation Board is 
the supreme body of the 
Foundation and decides on the 
use of the endowment fund.

The President and the members of the 
Foundation Board are not paid for their 
involvement. The Board is composed of a 
President and at least two further members:

Gianni Infantino  
FIFA President,  
President of the Foundation Board

Lydia Nsekera  
FIFA Council member,  
member of the Foundation Board

Sonia Fulford  
FIFA Council member,  
member of the Foundation Board

3.
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FIFA 
Foundation 
Programmes 

Community Programme  

The Community Programme supports 
organisations that use football as a 
tool for social change and to improve 
the lives of underprivileged people 
around the world. Once a year, the FIFA 
Foundation invites established non-profit 
entities to apply for project funding in 
order to use football as a tool to address 
social issues impacting young people, 
such as education, health, peacebuilding, 
refugees, leadership and gender 
equality.

117 
applications received

93 
projects funded in 53 countries

3.2 million USD
distributed
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Network of worldwide 
NGOs benefitting from 
Community Programme
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Football for Schools  

This new initiative aims to make football 
more accessible to both boys and girls 
around the world by incorporating 
football activities into physical education 
curriculums. It provides support through 
tangible actions and tools, such as the 
provision of education and instructional 
material for teachers, including an app 
and an online platform.

11 million 
footballs will be distributed to schools in 
all 211 member association

700 million 
children will benefit

Recovery Programme  

In times of great need, the Recovery 
Programme supports communities that 
have been hit hard by natural disasters 
or unforeseen events by providing 
solidarity and emergency funding, which 
can be used to repair important sporting 
infrastructure which has been damaged 
or destroyed.

6  
countries

4  
material deliveries 

5  
FIFA Legends visits
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FIFA Legends Programme  

For many years, the FIFA Legends made 
the world dream about football. Now they 
are continuing to give back to the game 
as ambassadors for the FIFA Foundation 
and its projects, showing their unwavering 
commitment to the Foundation 
Programmes.

FIFA Employee Volunteer   
Programme

With the newly established FIFA 
Employee Volunteer Programme, FIFA 
staff members have the chance to use 
some of their annual leave to support 
charitable organisations supported 
by the Community Programme in its 
mission to change the lives and long-
term prospects of vulnerable young 
people through a wide range of social 
development activities focused on 
health and education.
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Year in
review4.
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Cameroon: Chasing your dreams 

FIFA Legend Samuel Eto’o held a training session 
with a group of young refugees from Red Deporte 
in his home country of Cameroon. The programme 
delivers social services to refugees affected by 
the civil conflict in neighbouring Central African 
Republic, with a focus on gender equality, health 
and environmental awareness. The project includes 
football-inspired health education sessions 
addressing malaria, HIV/AIDS and WASH, and the 
distribution of mosquito nets and basic hygiene 
supplies to the beneficiaries. On his visit to the Don 
Bosco centre in Yaoundé, Eto’o saw that football 
can be a powerful tool to bring hope and teach life 
skills in underprivileged communities. 

“What they can change is their 
future, and with FIFA and others 
we will try to support them with 
advice. I hope that meeting these 
kids will allow them to have a 
dream, that they will think that: 
‘if our ‘Dad’, our ‘elder’ Samuel 
has managed to succeed, why 
can’t we?”
Samuel Eto’o

March 
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Guatemala: Little things, big impact

During his 16 years as a professional and his 12-
year career with the Mexican national team, 
Jorge Campos got to see most of the countries in 
the Concacaf region. However, he experienced 
something entirely different in Guatemala when 
he visited some of the victims of the Fuego volcano 
tragedy that hit the country. The former striker-
turned-goalkeeper was deeply moved by the power 
of football during his time among the refugees 
from the areas affected by the volcanic eruption, 
which left hundreds dead and injured in mid-2018.

“What really caught my attention 
was the difference a simple 
football can make. We took 
hundreds with us and it was so 
nice to see the kids’ reaction when 
you told them that they were 
gifts for them, and then see them 
playing and chasing after a ball.”

Jorge Campos

March 
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Mozambique: All smiles 

Nuno Gomes and Abel Xavier were distinguished 
participants in the FIFA Foundation mission to 
Beira, Mozambique, helping the recovery effort 
in areas that had been affected by Cyclone Idai 
in March. The delegation met representatives of 
the Mozambican FA and visited sports facilities 
destroyed by the natural disaster, with the aim of 
assessing the damage and, above all, identifying 
the most effective ways to offer help. They visited 
a school in the Manga neighbourhood, one of 
the worst affected by the cyclone. The two stars 
organised a training session with the students, who 
were then given an initial donation of clothing.

“Now, more than ever, is when 
football must be more than just a 
game. If ever there was a reason 
to make use of the popularity of 
the sport, it is this: to help those 
who need it most.”
Nuno Gomes

Malawi: Belief in a better future 

Malawi was devastated by Cyclone Idai, 
with thousands of people affected by 
one of the worst tropical cyclones on 
record to affect Africa and the Southern 
Hemisphere. Former Nigeria forward 
Yakubu Ayegbeni visited children at a 
Community Centre in Nsanje, Malawi, 
where people were taking refuge after 
the disaster. He helped to distribute 
equipment and clothing to those 
affected and played football with 
youngsters in the area.

“I could feel the emotion 
inside me, but I didn’t 
want to show it to these 
young people. I wanted 
to encourage them by 
saying that it’s just a phase 
of their life that they will 
pass through.”

Yakubu Ayegbeni

May 
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July

July

India: Magical mission
 
His clothes had been soaked by the rain, but that 
did not bother the 11-year-old at all as he put 
his foot on the ball, looked over his shoulder and 
beamed with delight as Maniche strolled over to 
him with arms outstretched and gave him a big 
hug. FIFA Legend Nuno Ricardo de Oliveira Ribeiro, 
better known as Maniche, was visibly moved when 
he dropped in on the Magic Bus organisation in 
Mumbai. Working with communities and families, 
Magic Bus runs a programme that teaches life skills 
and resilience. Children are shown how to ward off 
the risk of being forced into child marriage or child 
labour so that they can complete their secondary 
education and go on to become first-generation 
salary earners.

“It was magical to hear 
everyone’s individual story and to 
know that, when they are older, 
they will be able to make better 
decisions for themselves as fully 
fledged members of society.”

Maniche
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September
Cambodia: Fight against poverty 
 
FIFA Legend Steve McManaman visited 
the Indochina Starfish Foundation (ISF) 
in Cambodia, and was accompanied 
by his 12-year-old daughter Ella. The 
former England star and his daughter 
spent time with visually impaired 
children, and those diagnosed with 
HIV, who are given access to education, 
healthcare and sport in an effort to 
lift their communities out of poverty. 
ISF is an organisation that, through 
a multitude of programmes, tries to 
achieve its vision of “a society free of 
poverty and inequality”. 

“Football unites everybody. It doesn’t matter whether you’re 
privileged or not, anybody can get on the pitch and kick a ball 
around and everybody’s equal. These kids haven’t got anything to 
their name, yet when I was going to their houses – the number of 
kids running around with football shirts on, it just shows the reach 
that football has got.”
Steve McManaman
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Uruguay: Football as a tool for education 

Diego Forlán joined the celebrations to mark the 
30th anniversary of Gurises Unidos, paying a visit 
to the main offices of the Uruguayan NGO, which 
works with some of the country’s most vulnerable 
young people. The FIFA Legend was welcomed by 
a large group of youngsters, who were thrilled at 
the prospect of spending a few hours with one of 
their footballing idols. On the pitch, Forlán joined 
the youngsters for a game of Fútbol 3, a version 
of football open to boys and girls of all ages in 
which they decide the rules and where “mediators” 
officiate instead of referees. Games are won not by 
the number of goals a team scores but by how well 
they keep to the rules.

“Football is education. Studying 
is the most important thing 
but then comes sport because 
it helps you to share, work as 
a team, respect the rules, and 
lead a healthy life. There are a 
lot of aspects to it that are very 
important for life too.”
Diego Forlán

September
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“The work with my own 
foundation has been the 
most rewarding experience 
in my life, and it is truly 
gratifying to be able to 
implement these same 
values on a global scale 
with the FIFA Foundation. 
We all know very well 
about football’s potential 
to make a difference in this 
world – and I am glad to 
be in a position from which 
I can contribute to that in a 
very concrete manner.”
Youri Djorkaeff

New appointments
 
In 2019, the FIFA Foundation announced 
the appointments of Youri Djorkaeff as 
its Chief Executive Officer and of Joyce 
Cook as its General Secretary. Both 
will report directly to the Foundation 
Board. A FIFA World Cup™ champion 
with France in 1998, Djorkaeff has been 
involved in several social development 
projects, chief of which is his own Youri 
Djorkaeff Foundation, established in 
2014. At the FIFA Foundation, he will 
work hand-in-hand with Joyce Cook, 
one of the world’s leading voices in the 
areas of sustainable development and 
inclusion who was also appointed FIFA’s 
Chief Social Responsibility & Education 
Officer.

“I am honoured to join 
the FIFA Foundation as 
its General Secretary and 
extremely proud to be 
the organisation’s first 
dedicated Chief Social 
Responsibility & Education 
Officer. The creation of this 
position underscores FIFA’s 
unwavering commitment 
to these areas of human 
development, building 
on such initiatives as 
Football for Schools and 
the FIFA Guardians Child 
Safeguarding Programme. 
This is really just the 
beginning.”
Joyce Cook
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Lebanon: Important life skills and positive 
values 

Following the first pilot project in Puerto Rico, 
FIFA President Gianni Infantino, alongside FIFA 
Legends – including Kaká, Laura Georges, Tim 
Cahill, Marcel Desailly, Samuel Eto’o and José 
Mourinho – attended two workshops in Lebanon 
which saw nearly 300 schoolchildren from different 
schools take part in interactive life-skills lessons. As 
part of the FIFA Football for Schools Programme, 
participating schools helped to deliver a variety of 
fun and interactive sessions designed to educate 
boys and girls across three age groups (4-7, 8-11 
and 12-14 years) about important life skills and 
positive values. The lessons also aimed to address 
some of the social challenges facing young people 
in the world today, including bullying, staying in 
school and leading a healthy and active lifestyle. 

“Football is a school of life, and teachers and coaches 
in schools around the world play a vital role in shaping 
the lives of young people and teaching them about 
important values – like hard work, fair play and respect. 
By giving teachers the right resources and right tools, 
we can influence more young people around the world 
through this programme and have a positive impact on 
society.”
José Mourinho

October 
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“The strategic activities that 
the FIFA team supported 
us with have the potential 
to contribute significantly 
to Kick4Life’s impact in the 
coming two years.”

Hana, Kick4Life Country Director

November 

Lesotho: Unique memories  

Five FIFA staff members were part of the 
pilot project of the FIFA Employee Volunteer 
Programme, and – over the course of eight 
days – they supported the charity organisation 
Kick4Life in Lesotho. The FIFA volunteers 
participated in practical and strategic exercises 
ranging from planting herbs, trees and spinach 
to a development workshop. The activities 
included talks about social media presence, 
digitalisation, innovation and a fundraising 
project that will help to transform bobbly 
turf into a full-sized artificial turf pitch within 
a 2,000-seater stadium structure where the 
weekly Premier League matches can be played.
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Brazil: Inspiring stories  

With the theme “Dare to be Brave”, the first FIFA 
Foundation Talk was the opening act of a week-
long gathering of the Young Entrepreneurs’ Legacy 
Programme (YELP) in São Paulo, which brought 
together young entrepreneurs from 13 Latin 
American countries, all of whom associated with 
projects that use football to promote social change. 
Two FIFA World Cup™ winners – Kaká and FIFA 
Foundation CEO Youri Djorkaeff – were touched by 
the personal stories of bravery on stage, drawing 
inspiration, smiles and a share of teary eyes from 
the crowd. 

“It is easy to take football 
for granted. To take life for 
granted. In the back of our 
minds, we all know that these 
beautiful stories exist; that, in 
spite of the difficulties they 
may have to overcome, many 
people are fighting for good 
causes and using football as 
a powerful means for that. 
But you don’t really get to put 
this into perspective until you 
listen to each individual story, 
each individual struggle.” 
Kaká

November 

FIFA Legends put on a football party in 
São Remo  

The community of Jardim São Remo in São Paulo, 
Brazil, could not wait for their refurbished football 
pitch to be unveiled. What they did not expect 
was a special appearance from Brazilian football 
stars and FIFA Foundation CEO Youri Djorkaeff, 
who joined the community members for an 
unforgettable festival of football.

FIFA Legends Bebeto, Cafu, Júlio César, Roque 
Júnior and Rosana took to the pitch alongside boys 
and girls from São Remo, as well as participants 
from the Young Entrepreneurs’ Legacy Programme 
(YELP).

“When we talk about the power of 
football to bring people together 
and strengthen communities, this 
is exactly what we mean. The FIFA 
Foundation is happy to bring the 
event and infrastructure to the 
people of São Remo, of course, 
but, more importantly, we are 
proud to bring true football heroes 
right onto the community’s own 
pitch, to spend time with them 
and bring them joy.” 
Youri Djorkaeff
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Qatar: Social inclusion through football 
 
The final days of the Generation Amazing Festival 
2019 in Qatar was the stage for dialogue between 
young people from Asia and the Middle East and 
several FIFA Legends – both on and off the pitch. 
The festival was attended by these FIFA Legends:
 
• Michael Owen
• Steve McManaman
• Júlio César
• Santiago Solari
• Yaya Touré
• Roberto Gama de Oliveira, aka Bebeto
• Kristine Lilly
• Youri Djorkaeff
•  Cafu and Xavi Hernández were also present as 

Supreme Committee Ambassadors

The FIFA Legends talk was a tremendous 
opportunity for the Legends to interact with the 
young people through a very successful Q&A 
session. Topics such as gender equality, inclusion, 
and empowerment through football were 
discussed. 

To conclude the five-day festival, a football match 
between the Legends and the youngsters took 
place at the stunning Oxygen Park venue, followed 
by an emotional award and closing ceremony. All 
participants agreed that the football match was the 
pinnacle of the activities and the ultimate highlight 
of the festival.

“There are so many different skills 
you can take out of football and 
put into everyday life. There’s 
no better tool to make good out 
of certain aspects of the world 
than football. It brings everybody 
together and it’s great that 
people are using it for positive 
change.”
Michael Owen

December
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Governance 

During the reporting year, 
the FIFA Foundation Board 
held one meeting on 14 
March 2019. In particular, 
the Foundation Board 
approved and signed the 
FIFA Foundation’s Activity 
Report and Financial 
Report from 2018.  

In 2019, the composition of the 
Foundation Board remained unchanged. 
For further support, the FIFA Foundation 
Board appointed Youri Djorkaeff (a 
French national, resident in Switzerland) 
as the Chief Executive Officer, as well as 
Joyce Cook (a British national, resident in 
Switzerland) as the General Secretary of 
the FIFA Foundation. These additions will 
be entered in the commercial register of 
the Canton of Zurich in 2020.

6.
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Budget for 2020
The total budget for 2020, 
as approved by the 68th FIFA 
Congress in Moscow in June 
2018, amounts to USD 8 million, 
which includes an amount of 
USD 4 million for the Recovery 
Programme, USD 3.2 million for 
the Community Programme, and 
USD 804,000 for the FIFA Legends 
tours.

Finance

Financial figures for 2019
The FIFA Foundation was 
established on 12 March 2018, 
with its second financial year 
ending on 31 December 2019.

Total revenues amounted to 
USD 1.18 million, consisting of 
financial contributions of USD 
1.15 million from FIFA and a 
further USD 30,000 from third 
parties.

Expenses amounted to USD 
1.58 million and consisted of 
administration costs of USD 
340,000 (including USD 220,000 
in service invoices from FIFA), 
the Legends Tour of USD 40,000, 
the Community Programme with 
granted funds of USD 2 million, 
and the Recovery Programme of 
USD -800,000, which consisted 
of unused accruals from 2018. 
The majority of the expenses 
have not yet been paid and 
are accounted as accrued 

expenses (see below). The FIFA 
Foundation’s result for 2019 
therefore amounted to a loss of 
USD 400,000.

As at 31 December 2019, the 
FIFA Foundation’s total assets 
amounted to USD 6.05 million. 
Assets were made up of cash 
and cash equivalents of USD 1.10 
million and receivables from 
FIFA and third parties of USD 
4.95 million. Liabilities comprised 
trade liabilities (USD 220,000), 
accrued expenses (USD 1.84 
million) and the Foundation 
capital (USD 4.40 million, paid in 
by FIFA).

In 2019, the FIFA Foundation 
did not purchase, sell, hold 
or otherwise deal in any 
securities. The FIFA Foundation 
is fully consolidated in the 
FIFA consolidated financial 
statements.

8 million USD
Total budget

4 million USD 
Recovery Programme

3.2 million USD
Community Programme

0.8 million USD  
FIFA Legends tours

7.
Accounting and financial audit for 2019
•  FIFA person responsible for the financial accounting: Martin Schumacher
•  Lead auditor of PricewaterhouseCoopers AG: Yvonne Burger
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